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ages 4-10
activity book
240 x 240 mm
96 pages
soft cover

What A Feast! I Can Draw Beasts!
Author and illustrator: Magda Wosik

Animals made out of circles, triangles and
blots, or torn-out pieces of papers. Together
and separately. Find out how many ways there
are to draw animals. Discover your favourite
method and become the perfect portraitist of
your favourite four-legged, two-legged and any
other kind of beast. Put them together, make up
comic-strip adventures and have fun!

Also by this author:
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ages 6-10
hard cover
205 x 258 mm
128 pages

How Children Change the World.
Tasks and Trivia
Author: Katarzyna Sowula
Illustrator: Katarzyna Kołodziej
Trivia, games , ta

for conversations

ones , and for taki

sk s, inspiration

with your loved

ng on challenges
and unconventio
nal ac tivities .

Children can chan
ge the
world. And so ca
n you!

Do you know who invented International Children’s Day?
Or what a Spanish infantas (meaning princesses) wore?
What did children play with in the past? What do little residents of the Arctic eat? Can children earn money? Have
kids always had to go to school? When was a girl the
king of Poland? What does it mean to “throw the baby
out with the bathwater”? Who was the greatest musical
child genius?

Find the answers to these and many other questions in
this amazing book about children. Apart from the trivia, the book contains plenty of interactive tasks. Design your own emoticons with us; become an
encyclopaedist; create a poster with a map of a country you’d like to visit; write a letter to politicians telling them what adults should do to make sure
children are safe and happy; choose some artefacts and plan an exhibition using the curator’s notebook; set up a time bank with your friends; draw your
own dream-catcher; and join in the Great World Wide Star Count!
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ages 2-6
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages

A Year in Wonderland
Author and illustrator: Maciej Szymanowicz

You can bro wse through
A Year in
Wonderland” for hours on "
end. This amazing
boo k inspires the imagina
tion, develo ps
observation and storytelli
ng skills, but, most
of all, guarantees great fun
.

Also in this series:

Have you ever wondered what life in Wonderland might be like?
Do Little Red Riding Hood, wizards, wolves, gnomes, dragons,
princesses and brave knights all live there? What do they do all
year round? We’d like to take you on a wonderful journey full of
surprises and incredible encounters with fairy tale characters. You will also meet Vaudeville the Page, a creature of impeccable elegance and unmatched talent
for gardening, out-of-this-world Aquarius and Count de Mous-Tache, who introduces himself as the Greatest Magician in the World, but he can’t actually do any
magic…

A year in city

A year in forest

A year in kindergarten

A year in country

rights sold:

rights sold:

rights sold:

rights sold:

Chinese Simplified, Korea, Ukraine

Chinese Simplified, Lithuania, Germany,

Chinese Simplified, Russia,

Germany

Russia, Ukraine, Korea, Netherlands,

Korea

Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Spain,
Italy
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ages 2-10
hard cover
205 x 250 mm
48 pages

Ewa and Paweł Pawlak’s Small Atlas of Birds
Authors and illustrators: Ewa Kozyra-Pawlak, Paweł Pawlak

Ewa and Paweł, who are both well-known Polish illustrators, describe the winged residents
of their garden in this amazing bird book. They use breathtaking watercolours and pictures
made out of colourful rags to tell us about tree sparrows, blackbirds, magpies, long-tailed
tits, goldfinches, jays, woodpeckers, starlings, greenfinches, nuthatches… the world conjured
up by Ewa and Paweł is full of poetry and humour. It will surely encourage all of us readers,
children and grown-ups alike, to create our own books of birds we see every day, and to love
them and talk about them in our own way: by drawing, cutting things out and pasting things
in, collecting feathers, adventures and anecdotes…
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ages 0-6
205 x 205 mm
40 pages
board book

Numbers and Colours
Author and illustrator: Aleksandra Artymowska

This book can be read from both ends. One end tells us about the adventures of Gustav the Rabbit, the other takes us on a journey with Leonora
the Sheep. Both stories lead us to the inside of the book, where the two
heroes meet. The two plucky characters bravely trudge through thick grass
and stormy seas with a single focus in mind: for the youngest readers to
familiarise themselves with colours and the numbers from 1 to 10. Funny
rhymes, happy adventures and plenty of details make exploring this book
a fantastically fun way to learn.
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ages 6-18+
280 x 340 mm
96 pages
hard cover
publication date: December 2017

i

Fungi
Author: Liliana Fabisińska
Illustrator: Asia Gwis

They’re everywhere. On land, in the water, underground, on trees, in your gut, in your fridge, on your skin. They can be poisonous or have healing properties, they can cost exorbitant
amounts of money, they can glow in the dark and attract elves, according to a few legends
at least... They’re used to make lamps, chairs, wallets and to build houses from… Who
knows what they will be used for in the future if so far only 7% of all species of fungi have
been described? They’re the most underrated, varied and secretive organisms on Earth.
Take a peek into the kingdom of fungi with us.
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A U NIQ U E SERI
ES

ages 2-6
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

i

Mum, Let Me Tell You What Dinosaurs Do
Author and illustrator: Emilia Dziubak

FOR TH E YO UN G
ES T

A WO N D ER F U L
BOO K
F OR T H E YO U N G
ES T

D I N O S A U R L OV E
RS

R E A D E R S!

IT DEVEL OPS OBSERVATIO N
ABILITIES AND INSPIRES
THE

IMA GINATION.

Fluffy and Cockroach embark on a journey…
through time. They will end up in the land of dinosaurs and encounter some amazing creatures:
the enormous Riojasaurus; the Trematosaurus
who has lost its egg; the plant-eating Diplo
docus; the water-dwelling Plesiosaurus; the
Tyrannosaurus rex, who picks fights with the
Ankylosaurus; the flying Archaeopteryxes, and
many, many more.
Education, humour, interactive tasks and beautiful illustrations by Emilia Dziubak – all this
makes this book simply unmissable.

This book will make for an excellent present for children aged 2-6.
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ages 2-6
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages
publication date: October 2017

i

Mum, Let Me Tell You What Trains Do
Authors: Artur Nowicki, Marcin Brykczyński
Illustrator: Artur Nowicki

A WONDERFUL
BOOK
FOR THE YOUNGES
T

TRAINS LOVERS
The latest installment in the popular Mum, Let Me Tell You
series has entertaining illustrations by Artur Nowicki and
will take you on train ride to show you the rich world of all
sorts of trains. Numerous attractions await the youngest
readers. Together with the book’s main protagonist, Toby
the Train, we will visit the locomotive museum, a railway depot and a train station. We will also learn out about unusual
rolling stock and railway maps, take a ride on a mountain railway and have a rest at a railway siding.

Mum, Let Me Tell You What Trains Do will make for an excellent present for children aged 2-6, and will develop children’s observation abilities. The illustrations
are brought to life with Marcin Brykczyński’s rhymes. The thick pages are tough
enough for frequent browsing.
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ages 2-6
board books
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

i

What Ants Do

rights sold:
Korea, Germany, Russia,
Chinese Simplified, Ukraine

What Spiders do

What Frogs Do

rights sold:
Chinese Simplified, Russia

rights sold:
Chinese Simplified, Russia,
Ukraine

What Cars Do

rights sold:
Chinese Simplified, Russia,
Ukraine, Germany

Mom, Let Me Tell You… series

Where Honey Comes From What Planes Do

rights sold:
Germany, Russia

What Cats Do

rights sold:
Russia, Ukraine

rights sold:
Chinese Simplified, Russia,
Ukraine

What Trains Do

What Dinosaurs Do

What Tools Do
rights sold:
Germany, Russia, Ukraine

What Ships Do

rights sold:
Chinese Simplified, Germany,
Ukraine, Russia
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ages 6-10
fiction
hard cover
140 x 197 mm
80 pages

i

Detective Jollyhead’s Great Return
Author: Grzegorz Kasdepke
Illustrator: Piotr Rychel

Do you like a thrill of emotion, mysteries and fun?
Read Detective Jollyhead series. Solve riddles, develop logical thinking, drawing conclusions and maybe once
you will become a detective!

Other books in this series:
rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Korea, Ukraine, Slovenia, Czech Republic

Though the doors of the Rose-tinted Glasses detective agency still remain shut, the residents
of the building try to stay positive.
Meanwhile, Worrier has got visibly tougher
and spends most of his time in the cellar or out
in the yard. He’s obviously up to something… Will
Detective Jollyhead return to nip his scheming
in the bud?
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ages 6-10
fiction
140 x 202 mm
224 pages
soft cover

i

Hey, Jimmy! Are You Looking For Trouble?
Author: Rafał Skarżycki
Illustrator: Tomasz Lew Leśniak

Also in this series:
Hey Jimmy! Excuse me, do they drill here?
Hey Jimmy! Where is my cash?
Hey Jimmy! Who’s the boss here?
Hey Jimmy! Got cold feet?
Right sold: Chinese Simplified

Who said that ten is the best age for an adventure?
In Jimmy’s company, there’s one thing you need not fear – boredom! Except for this, though, anything else is very possible. You’d better stay on your
toes!
If you think people gladly accept the help they’re offered, you’re so wrong. Especially when it comes to help in losing weight.
Not to mention joining in to solve crimes. And Jimmy, of all people, has a wealth of experience in this matter! This is why he’s not giving up so easily.
Find out for ourselves if he’s right to be so stubborn!
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ages 6-10
fiction
140 x 192 mm
208 pages
soft cover

i

Zula and the School of Witches
Author: Natasza Socha
Illustrator: Agnieszka Antoniewicz

Also in this series:
Zula and the Kidnapping of Spot

Hi, I’m Zula. My grandma, Liliana the Great Witch, invited me
to join the real school of witches, where they teach you amazing things like flying, disappearing and herbalism. Sounds
great, doesn’t it?
And that’s just for starters! My new friends, Matilda and her
squirrel, will suddenly disappear. I’m sure you know who will
face many dangers during the search for them… and finally,
I will invite you to a genuine Halloween with pooey biscuits.
So, are you interested?
While I’m gone, my aunties Hela and Mela and my friends Kai and Max will try to prevent the mayor from destroying the Wild Strawberry Meadow.
What tricks will they use?
Zula the witch is a book series about a funny and plucky nine-year-old who discovers her magical abilities completely by chance. At the beginning,
she’s not sure how to use her powers wisely, but she’ll eventually learn what to do. This is also a story of friendship, tolerance and the importance
of helping others.

Not only little girls will love this series!
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Sophie from the Cat Street
ages 6-10
fiction
140 x 192 mm
224 pages
paperback
rights sold: Ukraine, Lithuania

i

rights sold: Lithuania, Ukraine

Sophie from the Cat Street.
On the Trail

Sophie from the Cat Street.
On Holidays

rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine

Sophie from the Cat Street.
Wintertime

Sophie from the Cat Street.
Springtime

Sophie from the Cat Street.
Big Changes

rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine

Sophie from the Cat Street.
On the Trip

Sophie from the Cat Street.
Do-It-Yourself Book

Sophie from the Cat Street.
On the Road

rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine

Sophie from Cat Street. Curious Times
Author: Agnieszka Tyszka
Illustrator: Agata Raczyńska

It’s me again – Sophie from Cat Street. I won’t beat about the bush – I now use my mobile phone more often than my magic notebook… After my mobile
phone comes our class forum “Girls from 6B”. Yup! 6th grade already! My trusty old notebook comes LAST OF THE LAST. You’re probably curious to
find out how I’ve been doing… When I tell you I’m exactly as well as one can be after the summer holidays, you won’t need to ask any more questions.
Sophie from Cat Street is a witty book series about the adventures of a resourceful little girl called Sophie, and her crazy family. Among other things,
part nine features: a SMELLY case, a meeting with KING HEROLD, and a birthday MOUSE HARVEST.
There’s one thing you can bank on – no one ever gets bored on 5 Cat Street.
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ages 2-10
activity book
200 x 280 mm
30 pages
board book

rights sold: Chinese Simplified

The Tree
Author and illustrator: Katarzyna Bajerowicz
The Tree is an incredible book. You can browse it page by page, and once you tear out the pages, you can
create an extra-large puzzle. A wonderful oak tree will grow in front of your eyes. On it, next to it, and even
underneath it, you will find countless species of animals: birds, insects and mammals…

ages 2-10
activity book
200 x 280 mm
30 pages
board book

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Russia

Jellygums on Construction Site
Author and illustrator: Janusz Wyrzykowski
Jellygums on Construction Site is an extraordinary book you can read in two ways: by browsing it page by

BACKLIST

page or by removing the pages and making your own huge jigsaw puzzle!

ages 0-6
board book
190 x 300 mm
18 pages

rights sold: Spanish territories apart from Spain

Crazy Vehicles
Author and illustrator: Artur Gulewicz
Have you had enough of ordinary diggers and fire engines? This is an amazing book in which you get to
decide what each vehicle looks like.
You can add a propeller or a part of a rocket to a locomotive and see what comes of it. The illustrations
have been divided into three parts, so you have plenty of possibilities for mixing and matching… and
having fun. This book is bound to keep you entertained!

ages 3-10
concertina book
235 x 325 mm
28 pages
hard cover
rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Czech Republic, France, Slovak Republic

Around the World. East to West, North to South
Author and illustrator: Nikola Kucharska
This is an amazing story about two round-the-world trips. You read about one of them vertically and about
the other horizontally… Thanks to the book’s “accordion” construction you can read it page by page, or, as
we would recommend, you can spread the book out on the floor and follow the characters’ adventures
step by step.
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ages 2-6
fiction
220 x 220 mm
32 pages
hard cover

rights sold: Chinese Simplified

ages 2-10
fiction
205 x 260 mm
32 pages
hard cover

rights sold: Romania, Korea

I, Bobik

Ignatek Is Looking for a Friend

Author and illustrator: Ewa Kozyra-Pawlak

Author and illustrator: Paweł Pawlak

Bobik, the son of an aristocatic couple, Kitty Catkin and Catstantine Ducat, is heir

A small, gloomy skeleton on the cover of a children’s book isn’t seemingly a harbinger of anything positive.

to the throne. The trouble is no one really knows about it. When the young prince

But the meeting between bony Ignatek and a lonely little girl is, for both of them, the beginning of a won-

(together with the royal flea) finds himself in a new home, he is faced with quite

derful adventure and a tour of two worlds, both of which are beautiful and essential.

a challenge. He must convince his housemates, both human and animal, that he is
of royal blood…
A warm and funny embroidered book for cat lovers of all ages.
In 2014 “I, Bobik” received a distinction from the Polish Section of IBBY for an
illustrated book.

ages 2-6
fiction
220 x 220 mm
32 pages
hard cover

ages 2-6
non-fiction
240 x 320 mm
32 pages
hard cover

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Germany, Russia, Korea, Ukraine

Inside Fruit and Vegetables
rights sold: Chinese Simplified, France

Puppy Maths

Author and illustrator: Agnieszka Sowińska
Fruit and vegetables are healthy! But what does that mean, exactly? To understand this, we need to meet
the characters that live inside them.

Author and illustrator: Ewa Kozyra-Pawlak
An educational and heart-warming story for the very young. Ewa Kozyra-Pawlak’s
catchy verses and lovely embroidered illustrations introduce toddlers to counting,
improve their perceptiveness and make them more sensitive.
Ten homeless puppies read an ad: “I’ll adopt a dog, or maybe a couple...”. Each puppy wants to have a home of their own, so they hurry to the address from the ad.
But at the end all of them get adopted by a very lonely gentleman! From then on

rights sold: Germany, Lithuania, Italy, Ukraine, Czech Republic

I Don’t Want To Be a Princess

their new owner can count the dogs each night, instead of counting sheep.

Author: Grzegorz Kasdepke
Illustrator: Emilia Dziubak

ages 0-6
fiction
240 x 240 mm
32 pages
hard cover

A fun and by no means straightforward tale about how wisdom is more important than beauty and how
you should always be yourself!

rights sold: Chinese Simplified

Baby Racoons
Author and illustrator: Ewa Kozyra-Pawlak
Mr and Mrs Racoon like things to be squeaky clean. They clean and wash everything non-stop, but they also have something to worry about: their children get
awfully dirty. Whatever the parents wash, the baby racoons stain with mud or something greasy. They also make a terrible mess. Is there anything that could make

ages 2-10
activity book
205 x 285 mm
128 pages
soft cover

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Korea

Labyrinth City
Author and illustrator: Jarosław Adam Kalinowski

the two worlds come together? Something that would make the children clean

Have you heard of Labyrinth City? Its inhabitants really do have a tangled-up life. Well, it’s inevitable if you

(at least from time to time) and the parents let their hair down a bit?

live in a place where, wherever you are, whether you’re at the hairdressers or you’re having a little chat

Baby Racoons is a lovely, embroidered family story about white and colour washes

with a giraffe, you can find yourself in an intricate network of corridors. But what are the readers with

and about how everything has its proper time and space.
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ages 2-6
fiction
240 x 320 mm
32 pages
hard cover

their sharp pencils for? This is a crazy but jolly labyrinth world and it’s waiting for you to save it.
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ages 0-3
board book
205 x 250 mm
40 pages

rights sold: Germany, Croatia

Paddy Learns to Speak
Author: Marta Galewska-Kustra
Illustrator: Joanna Kłos
Meet Paddy and his jolly family! This friendly toddler will become your child’s favourite companion as they take their first steps in learning to speak.

ages 0-3
board book
205 x 250 mm
40 pages

rights sold: Germany, Croatia

Paddy’s First Words
Author: Marta Galewska-Kustra
Illustrator: Joanna Kłos

ages 6-10
240 x 320 mm
32 pages
hard cover

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Czech Republic, Ukraine, Russia

How does it work? Animals
Author and illustrator: Nikola Kucharska
Klara loves animals and wants to know everything there is to know about them. In the future she wants
to become a biologist or a vet, or a zoo technician, or a forester, or an animal psychologist, or a pet sitter…
It’s so hard to make a decision! For now she spends every free moment she has finding out new things.
Her grandad tirelessly helps Klara out and patiently answers any questions she has with the aid of his
funny pictures.

ages 6-10
activity book
240 x 320 mm
32 pages
hard cover

rights sold: Chinese Simplified

Adventure Seekers. The Magic Ring
Author and illustrator: Tomasz Minkiewicz

The second book about Paddy’s adventures focuses on the first words typical in child speech
development. One- and two-year-old children learn to understand and use these words. A two-

Adventure, fun, charades and romance. All right, skip the romance. Adventure, fun, charades and a magic

-year-old starts to join words together, which means they can already create simple sentences.

helmet (strangely similar to a cooking pot) – you will find all this in Adventure Seekers. The Magic Ring ,

For older children, this book will be ideal for making their first steps in reading.

which combines elements of a comic book, a novel and a labyrinth.

ages 6-10
board book
231 x 310 mm
16 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified

Illustrated Greek Myths for Children

ages 4-10
concertina book
235 x 325 mm
28 pages
hard cover
rights sold: Chinese Simplified

Author and illustrator: Nikola Kucharska

City in the Clouds. City Underground

What was the beginning of the world like? Who lived on Mount Olympus and who ended up in

Author and illustrator: Tomasz Kowal

Hades? Why did Zeus punish Prometheus? Where did the seasons come from? Why do people
experience misery and sadness? Who were Daedalus and Icarus? What labours did Heracles

See which way of travelling around these unusual cities suits you best!

have to perform? If you want your child to find out the answers to these and other questions, and

Regardless of which you choose, don’t forget about the mission Timmy must complete and don’t miss

have fun along the way, Illustrated Greek Myths for Children is the perfect book for you.

the special tasks that await in each city!
There are many objects to find and lots of people will need your help. Don’t delay – start your mission!

ages 6-14
activity book
205 x 285 mm
80 pages
soft cover

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Russia

rights sold: Korea

Mathematical Pizza

The History of Cars

Author and illustrator: Anna Ludwicka

Author: Michał Gąsiorowski

Anna Ludwicka, a mathematician and graphic designer in one, has created a book full of trivia

Illustrators: Przemysław and Agnieszka Surma

and fascinating tasks. It will convince any child that maths can be great fun and perhaps even…
an artistic discipline. Readers will have the opportunity to draw a binary tree, create a picture
with dice, design a mathematical carpet, lead a snail along a Mobius strip, and, finally, think up
an impossible object.
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ages 6-14
non-fiction
195 x 254 mm
144 pages
hardcover

In this book we’ll show you how cars have changed over the years. You’ll find out which model was voted
the ugliest car in automotive history, why the Ford Model T is the most important car of the 20th century,
how much air a Bugatti Veyron uses to cool its engine and how Mr Rolls met Mr Royce and the two of them
ended up creating the most luxurious car in the world.
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Cover illustration by Asia Gris from Fungi

Nasza Księgarnia Publishing House Ltd.
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